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B first order, momentum-configuration space transport equation for photons 
is derived for low energy (nonrelativistic) systems. The derivation is first order 
in the sense that the transition probabilit,ies characterizing photon scattering 
emission and absorption are computed only to the first nonvanishing order by 
conventional perturbation methods. 

The present approach provides an essentially axiom-deduct,ion development 
of the theory of radiative transfer (albeit via several ill-evaluated approsima- 
tions) within the contest of which various processes and their interrelation- 
ships may be investigated. Most of these processes have hitherto been studied 
only phenomenologically and usually piecemeal. Specific application to photon 
scattering, cyclotron radiation, recombination radiation, de-excitation radia- 
tion, and bremsstrahlung is made in the text. 

The derivation of an H-theorem for photon-particle systems is sketched; and 
contact is made with the usual statistical mechanical treatment of the equilib- 
rium states of such systems. 

It is also shown that some aspects of collective particle behavior can be intro- 
duced quite naturally into the description of photon transport in the fully 
ionized plasma. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is the purpose of t’his paper to present in considerable detail some of the 
formal aspects of “first-order” photon transport theory. By “first order” we 
imply that an explicit calculation of the effects of specific physical processes on 
photon balance shall be restricted to first- (nonvanishing) order perturbation 
theory. This (as well as some other more subtle considerations to be discussed 
in detail later) seems to suggest that the validity of the subsequent analysis 
increases as the particle densities in the systems of interest decrease and as the 
importance of collective (coherent) particle behavior decreases. However, at 
this stage, it is perhaps unwise to attempt to formulate so simple a criterion of 
validity, as any such attempt is apt t’o be too stringent. For example, the equa- 
tion whose derivation and implications are the concern of the present investiga- 

* All work on the paper was performed at the Radiation Laboratory of The University 
of Michigan and was supported in part by the Advanced Projects Agency, and the U. S. 
Army Signal Research and Development Laboratories under Contract DA 36-039 X-75041. 
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t.ion has been employed extensively in the st,itdy of radiation bransport in st,ellar 
systems ( 1) as well as iu fission reactors (2 ). Thus we shall concern ourselves 
very little with such questions, but rather shall present in clearly stat,ed opera- 
tional terms a set of .su$lcie~ conditions in t.he cont,ext of which the cyuat.ion 
of int8ertst is cxpectcd to hc useful. 

Some of the material to be presented herein was initially, but’ sketchily, de- 
veloped in an earlier work (3) (hereafter referred to as I ), particularly t,hat of 
Section II in which we prcstnt. the bask statement of oiir approach to the prob- 
lem and a derivation of an equation of photon balance. This inclusion of repeti- 
tive detail is for the purpose of compl&eness as well as t,o illuminat,e 
some suhtlrt.ies that t,hc earlier treat,ment glossed over. 

III Section III we discuss briefly arid in somewhat general krms some aspects 
of the thermodyrramics of systems of intcrac*tiug particles and photons. In 
Section IV we obtain explicit, formulas for the transition prohahilit,ies (or cross- 
sections) germane to the description of photon balance iu partially or completely 
ionized gases in t’hc presence of externally applied, constant, uniform maguetic 
fields. In particular, it, will be int’errst’ing to uote that’ the results of Drummond 
aud Itosenhluth’s (4) calculations of cyrlotron radiat’ion losses from hot plasmas 
are contained nicely in the present ‘%rst.-order” t,rcat,ment,, as well as cst.imates 
of de-excitation and electron-ion rccombinat’ion radiat’ion losses. The emission 
and. absorpt!ion of radiation by bremsstrahhmg is also accomlted for in the sense 
of t.hc Born approximation, as well as photon scat.tering-which in the present 
nonrelativistic treatment, reduces t(o Thomson scat’tering. linally, in Section 17, 
it i:$ shown that some aspects of the effect of collective particle behavior 11~011 

photon t.ransport enters t.hc theory cIuit,e naturslly when dealing wit,h fully 
ionized plasmas. Specifically, it, is found that-in such instances-the phot,ons 
of momcnt~um fik propagak between successive cvcnt,s with phase velocit,y 
c( 1 + wP2i%c21?), where wP’? = 4me2/‘m is the usual “plasma frequency.” 

It, is to be emphasized t.hat none of the results of the present t,reutment are 
original though the approach to radiation transport problems as developed herein 
is, ;jo far as the authors know, new. 

II. DERIVATION OF A PHOTON BALANCE RELATION 

The Hamiltonian to he employed in the present invest,igation is the same as the 
one presented in (I), i.e., 

H = Tr + Tp + HP’ + 1’ + HP” + HP” + HP”, (1) 

where 

TY = / d3a [%c2Pp+ (l/874 (v x A)‘] , (2a) 
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(2h) 

d3x A"'I,L~+$, , (2~) 1 
(2d) 

H “I = 7 g j d3x A $,+v&, , (2e) 
J 

H pye (2f) 

H py2 (2g) 

For some subsequent purposes it will be convenient to regroup some of the terms 
in the Hamiltonian as follows: 

(3a) 

Hpy' + Hpy" = -F 2& j d3x [(n”*#,+) .A& + A~~~+(n”~/,)l, (3b) 
0 

where we have introduced the notation 

n” = -ifiv - (eo/c)A”. (1) 

In (2) (or 3), 9. is a wave operator for particles of kind a; A” is the divergence- 
less vector potential for an externally applied electromagnetic field, and A and 
P are the canonically conjugate wave operators for the photon field (5). Note 
that V-A = V.P = 0. 

For calculational purposes it is convenient to transform to momentum space 
for the photons according to 

A= ‘!z&i ~ c ? CA+(k), 
v kX 4 

P=i z v’~e-ik’x(A- ( k ) , 

(5a) 

(5b) 

where 

3x*(k) = ax+ (k) er(k) f a(-k) EX(-k). (6) 

The aA( k) and ax+(k) are destruction and creation operators for photons of 
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momentum k and polarization X, and &X(k) (h = 1, 3) are the unit, polariza- 
tion vectors of the photon field. The volume of quantization is designated by 
1,’ and the sum over k is the usual sum over the integers permitted by the re- 
quirement that A and P be periodic on the boundaries of F’. The creation and 
destruction operators for photons obey the commutation rules 

[ax(k), &(k’)]- = &xJ(k - k’), (7) 

whercas the wave operators for the part’icles will obey the rules 

bbdx), hw~lr = LA(x - x’), (8) 
depending on whether #C represents a boson or fermion field. We employ the 
same notation for Dirac and Iironecker deltas, let.ting the context reveal which 
interpretation of the symbol is appropriate in a given case. 

Again us in I, we introduce a singlet photon densit,y according to the defini- 
tion 

xX(x, k, t) = (8/V) c e-‘“.q(F, ph(k, q)F), 
P 

whew 

px(k, 9) = m+(k + q)m(k - n), (10) 

and F is the state vector for t’he system which satisfies t,he Schr6dinger equation, 

HF = ihaF/at. (11) 

The sense in which xh is to be interpreted as a density funct#ion is discussed in 
I, as well as the interesting question as to its st,atistical significance. It should 
bc noted that the present introduction of a photon density in configuration and 
momentum space is somewhat in contrast to previous treatment’s of photon dis- 
t,ributions (6, 7). Analogous density fmlctions for the particles were also in- 
troduced and discussed in some detail in (I), but’ we shall not be concerned wit’h 
such densities in the present investigation. 

To find an equation for the photon density, we introduce a method of tem- 
por,al coarse graining which bears some formal resemblance to that employed 
by Tori and Ross (8) in t’heir development of a t’ransport equation for short- 
range-force gases. For convenience, we first rewrite the relation (9) as 

xx(t) = (8/l’) c e-‘“.qTrD(tjpAk, qj, 

whtkre D(t) is the density matrix for the syst,cm in the photon interaction repre- 
sen-tation. Explicitly, if F is t.he st.ate vector defined by Eq. (II), and if G is a 
new representation related to F by 
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F = CZ, 

where 

7,: = exp [-wtjfi], 

then 

LAHVL’?’ (t) = b:ybn,) 

where the b’s are given by 
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(13) 

(14) 

(, 15) 

b,,(t) = <,mIG> 
(Ifi) 

= <ml c:-lF>. 

Thus the b’s are simply the coefficients of the expansion of the state vt:ct,or C: 
in terms of the set of base vectors f I.nv>). Thi s set of base vectors is to be only 
partially specified at this point. The set is presumed complete and orthonormal 
and to diagonalize TY with eigenvalues t?, i.e., 

Tyj ns> = c,, lng>. (17) 

The explicit determination of the particle-space dependence of these eigenvectors 
will be accomplished variously in the subsequent development, depending upon 
the specific quantity to be computed. The mat,rix elements of pAt are given by 

m(k, wnv.nv = <nvj V+(t)ph(k, q)CyY(t) ln’v’>. ( 18) 

Kow consider’ 

xx(t + s) = (S/‘V,~ e--22x.qTrD(t + S)pht+s(k, q). 

The time (s) dependence of pXt+S may be approximated by 

Phi+s = 7~Ty+(.s)p~tLqS) Ei mt + (dfi)[TY, ml, (20) 

if only a linear dependence upon the time displacement is retained. If now we 
rewr&c 

D(t + s) = n(t) + l?)(t, s), 

we obtain the equation, 

xx(t + s) E xx(t) + (8/V)s c e-““‘qTrD(t)(ij~)[TY, pht] 
9 

(21) 

(22) 
+ (S/V) c e-2ix’qTrfi(t, s)pAt(k, q), 

P 

1 A few of the succeeding steps in the derivation of an equation for xi presented here in 
detail were erroneously summarized in I. 
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ignoring the term containing t#he factor, .sD( t, s). A straightforward calculation 
(see Appendix A) leads t’o an evaluat’ion of the second term on the right-hand 
side as 

(23) 

whic*h, if we neglect, terms of order h’ in the description of phot,on transport, 
bccomrs simply, 

-scP~vxx ) (24) 

where 

R = k/( k (. (25) 

Thus we now exhibit Ey. (22 ) as 

(26) 

after identifying 

03 = Xh(t + s) - xx(t), (27) 

and 

Our task now is to calculate to some approximat’ion the effect of photon- 
particle interactions on the time rate of change of XA . To do this we choose our 
quantization volume V sufficiently small that we may assume that xx is essen- 
tially constant throughout it. This assumption enables us to reinterpret, xx as a 
mean density which may still he usefully regarded as a continuously variable 
function of position such that, 

J d3.r [xx + CR. VXhl = V[x, + c&2. vxx]. (29) Y 
Since the volume of integration in (29) coincides with the volume of quant,iza- 
tion, WC find that 

s d3x Fs c e--fiX-4 Td%t, s)pdk, q) = 5 !f’rfi(t, s)mt(k, 0). (30) 
P 

Equation (29) implies an effect.ive upper limit on the size of V if macroscopic 
spa.tial variation in a system of specified dimensions is to be meaningfully de- 
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scribed. Conversely, Eq. (30) relates a lower limit on I/ t’o the maximum wave- 
length of the photons t.o be considered. This latter condit,iort obtains becsausc 
t,he minimum relative uncertaint’y (A/</k) allowable in our specification of the 
momenta described by xx is essentially given by t,hc ratio of the uncertainty iu 
the momenta assigued to the initial and final states of the emitt#ing particlts t,o 
that of the emitted photon, i.e., Ax-/k ~Ak’~,i//i. But since t’he emitting par- 
ticle is confined to the volume C’( V = L”), it follows that AK,,i > l/L, and 
t’hus further that Ak/k > l/kI, = X/L. Hence if A,,,:,, is the maximum wavc- 
length of the radiation to be considered in a given case, it would xccm t.hat, the 
quant8ization volume would have to hc so chosen that X,,,:,,:I, << 1. 

This spatial coarse-graining is somewhatJ rcminisccut, of 01~)‘s method of 
quantization in cellsPthough far less formally excruted. The present, treat,mrnt 
is admittedly cavalier with respect to these approximations-part’icularly so 
with regard to the possibility of reconciling the opposing assumptions leading to 
Eqs. (29) and (30 ) . But it, was our stated intention here to merely make the 
assumptions and then explore the consequent, implicat,ions. 

WC note that in the reprcsent,ation (17) the photon number operat,or is diag- 
onal, and hence the matrix pht(k, 0) has no off-diagonal elements, i.e., 

dk, Ojnt1.r,f9t = ~Ak&L,l&p , (31) 

where qhk is the eigeuvalue of the number operator, oli+( k) Lyx( k) . Our calculation 
of fi is elementary but a litt.le devious. Recalling Eqs. (15) and (IS), we find 
that 

b&t + s) = exp [-iE,s/fi][b,,(t) 
(32) 

+ nq, exp MC, - ~,,)tlnl(3,,en,s,(~)b.,11,( t)l, 

where Q is the matrix whose elements are 

The time dependent matrix elements of the interaction, H’ = H - TY - Hi, 
are 

H’ ntnR7t(~) = (exp ii(Y’ + HP)7/h]H1 exp I-i(TY + ffP)T/fi]jnrl,r~n~. (34) 

The eigenstates with respect to which these matrix elements are to be calcu- 
lated are formally defined by [as well as the eigenvalues E, appearing in Eq. 
(33) above] 

(P + HP)1 ?%?I> = (CT + E,) lnt>. (35) 



I:inally, if WC assume t,hat the of-diagonal elements of thrx matrices D rnakr a 
cont,rihution to t,hc desired balances rrlation which is small compared to that 
providrd by the diagonal elcnwnts:, WC find for li;(l. (Xi), 

fiw - B,, , ,rq - (40) 

the energy of the system when in the state charwterixcd by the occupation 
numbers {no) . 
The only second-order procws which will be considered here is bremsstrahlung, 
and is considered only because it first enters at, this order. Furthermore, since 
only those transitions in which t,he photon number changes can contribute t#o 
the rate of change of xx , WC see t’hat IV will he independent of I”’ + HP’. Hence, 
for suhscquent purposes, me may explicitly exhibit W”’ and IV’” as, 
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The cross terms that have been ignored in W”’ vanish since HP” + HP” have 
nonvanishing elements only between st,at#es in which the phot,on number differs 
by one, whrreas the matrix elements of H”‘” are zero for such pairs of states- 
being nonzero only if t,he photon numbers of t,hc pair differ by two. 

The transitions described by Hpy2 (,which is bilinear or quadratic in the 
photon creat8ion and dest,ruct’ion operators) are essentially those which rcprescnt 
the scat,tering of photons, while those accomplished by (HP” + Hpye) (which 
is linear in the photon creat,ion and destruction operators) are t8ransitions in 
which tither one or both of t,he initial and final part,iclc states are bound states 
or both arc the magnetic states of free (spinless) charged particles. Because of 
the dependence of the relevant matrix element’s upon t,hc mass of t’he particle 
intcract,ing with the phot,ons, it is clear that WC may largely ignore the ions and 
neutrals except insofar as they provide elcct’ron sc*atterrrs for one stage in the 
bremsstrahhmg process and centers of force in t’he context of which atomic 
bound states can be defined. 

To proceed further it is necessary t)o specify in somewhat greater detail the 
natSure of the particle-space dependence of the base vectors, Inq>. To do this 
we first, note t#hat, if WC neglect’ t’erma in the Hamilt’onian which dcscrihc par- 
ticle-photon intrractions, the wavt operators satisfy the rquation 

where 

I)~(x, t) = exp [iH’t/fi]$,(x) exp [-iH’t/fi], (43) 

H’ being the part of H (Eq. (2)) that survives after setting A = P = 0. Thus 
to find an appropriate set of base vectors in configuration space, we look for 
separable solutions of (42) with a time dependence of the form e( -iBt/fi). 
Defining an effective potential experienced by the uth particle at x by 
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E’or :a quanCzation volume wfFirient~ly large compared t,o the radius of the larg- 
est orbit of any hound state twminsting trsnsit,ions which are expected to cow 
tri\xke appreciably to our balance relation, and also large compared to the radii 
of gyration of the majority of the elect,rons in our system, WC may anticipate 
t,hat, I<([. (45) dcfincs a complete, nearly orthogonal set of states corresponding 
t,o bot,h positive and ncgat,i\-c eigcnvalucs. WC arc, of course, concerning our- 
scl\-(3s only with clertron eigcn&t,cs, and are working in t’hc “binary csollision” 
limit. in which we assume that, not, more than one ion (or electron ) is &eract,ing 
with a given clrctron at any one t,imc. Thus the potential 11, is t,o he rrgardcd for 
the plwposr of computing contrikut8ions from transitions involving bound statrs, 

as simply t,he Co&xnh pot8entinl of a single, ion (whirh for the purposr of wn- 
atruc+ng our approximate representation may he taken to lw infinitely massivr 
and at rest ) and c~onsrc~urntly t#hc states wrrrsponding t,o nrgatiw rigenvalues 
will br t)oluld Coulomb) st,stcts wit,h-to first order in the rsternal magnetic 
firld- w) azimllthul drgenrrwy. The statw corrrsponding to positivt rigenvnlues 
ar(’ exprc+d to he cluit#e ~(~11 approximated by (for suflirirnt~ly largr positive 
rigr~lvulnrs at least) thr usual mugnct,ir stnks ( 10) for elrc+rons in a spat,ially 
uniflxm, trmporallp constant8 rsternal magnetic fkld. l;urthtrmorr~, for wf- 
firicwtly high pnrticalc kinc%ica rnergics and sufhrient~ly weak magnrtic firlds, 
the positive rigenvalur statrs should hr flu-thrr approximntable by planr waws. 
Thr stnks corresponding t,o posit,ive and negative cigenvalrws are uot, rxputtrd 
to tw truly orthogonal for :L finite volumr of clunntizntion. I’m%hrrmore thr 
owrlap twt\vecu two such vcckrs will he thr gwatw t#hr smaller thr nhsolut,r 

valw of thrir rrsprc:ti\-r Ggc~~valws. iSrverthclws it will simply tw asscrtcd that 

Ji:q. ( -6) wit,h prriodic holmdary cwlditions provides US with a sufkGnt.ly or- 

thogonal wt of hasr vectors t80 cwahlr us to prowed to a cAculat,ion of thr transi- 
t,ioil prohahilities, RI. (41 I. 

In awordance wit’h these rrmarks, wr designat8r t#hr rigcnstat8cs of I$. (45) 
by u,~( s ) and thrir cwrrespollding rigen\-slurs by EK , whrrr hrre K is simply a 

* According to Ey. (11), the Coulomb energy of the particles uxs incorporated into the 
prrt.urbing energy HI, whrress Eq. (45) indicates explicitly that it is to be considered zither 
:IS p:trt of Hf', This :iwVkwwd trc;ttnwnt of the elertrostatic interaction occurred hecause we 

wished to calculate the transition prol)tthilities for bremsstrahlung employing free (plnne 
\vuve) stat,cs for the pnrticles. More nccurstjely, the citlculation of t,he transit,ion probn- 
bifities for bremsstrithlung :rnd inv~rse~hremsst,ralllllng should be viewrd BS :t fir&order 
process in Eq. G7)-the relrvnnt nmtris elements being defined wit.h respect t,o positive 
energy Coulomb wnve functions. Then the formula for the transition probability :tppearing 
in Ey. (47) arises as the consequence of approximating, by first-order perturbation theory, 
the Iposit,ivr energy Coulomb wave functions as plzme waves plus a correct,ion. 
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set of labels sufficient for complete specification of each state. We then expand 

#b(x) = (I/%@) F dK)‘hK(K), (46) 

where now a,(K) is a destruction operator for a 0th type particle in the Kth 
state. The factor l/o merely symbolizes that the eigenvectors have been 
normalized to unity. 

In these terms it is a straightforward matter to compute the five “first”- 
order transition probabilities contained in Eq. (31). The physical processes they 
represent and the further assumptions employed in their calculation are: 

(1) Photon scattering. Relevant matrix elements are those of HP”. For this 
calculation we approximate the initial and final particle states as plane waves. 

(2) Emission and absorption of cyclotron radiation comes from the matrix 
elements of HP” + HP’“. Here we approximate the particle states as electron 
magnetic states-ignoring the perturbing influence of the Coulomb potential. 

(3) The emission and absorption of photoradiation produced by electrons 
undergoing free-bound and bound-free transitions, respectively. In this case we 
approximate the free particle states by plane waves and the bound states as the 
usual Coulomb states in the absence of external fields. 

(4) Emission and absorption of excitation radiation produced by electrons 
undergoing transitions bet,ween atomic bound states. Again we approximate 
these states by Coulomb wave functions appropriat’e to the instance when no 
external fields are present. 

(5) Bremsstrahlung and inverse bremsstrahlung. Here, as in the scattering 
case, we approximate the initial and final electron states by plane waves. I’er- 
forming the calculations of the quantities in Eq. (41) as indicated and sub- 
stituting the results into Eq. (38), and carrying out the indicated summations 
(see Appendix B) we finally obtain (after replacing averages of products of 
particle and photon occupation numbers by products of averages) (11)” 

Ax + cP.Vxx = &,, fm’k Vxdk’)( Vxx(k) + 11 

x Vf,(Kdil f Vf,W)i - Vxx(k){Vxx,W) + lIVjoW)Il f VfcWd11 
+ .z, [T%(Xk) + %k(W + !%&Wl[lVxx(k) + 11 

x Tlf,W){l f Vj-JKdl - Vxx(k)VfGWll f I’.frW)ll (47) 

+ c Ts(W:$i:” 
aa’KK~K~Kg 

[{ Vxx(k) + I} Vf,(K) Vj&K,) 

x (1 f Vf,(JL)1{1 f Vf4Ql - Vxx(k)Vf,(K2)I/f,f(K,) 

x I1 f Tlf,(K)l~l f VfdG)Jl. 
3 In this reference, as in Ref. 9, One develops a transport equation in which the influence 

of scattering is described in terms formally similar to those presented therein. 
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This is the balance relation sought. The quantities S, T, , I’, , T, , and TB 
are transition probabilities per unit time for scattering, cyclotron emission, 
electron-ion recomhinat,ion emission, de-rxcit,at’ion emission, and bremsstrahlung 
rcnpectively. The wattering mat*ris is characterized by the symmetry property, 

whereas the emission probabilities t,ransform to the corresponding absorption 
probabilitJirs under intewhangr of part,iclc coordinates. As will be seen explicit!ly, 
all -transition probabilities guarantee appropriate conservation of energy and 
momentum. The yuant,ities job(K) are t’hr particle analogs of XA , e.g., j,(K) is 
the expected number of particles per cm3 in the volume 1’ having momcnt~um 
fiK at, time f. The plus or minus signs arise because the 0th t’ype part’irles may 
be Gthcr bosons or fermions. (In most, of the succeeding discussion we shall 
assume Boltzmann staWics for t,he particles, i.e., assume that st)ates to which 
tral Ations go are sufficiently improbably occupied t,hat we may neglect’ I:f,(K) 
compared t,o one. However, for t’he time being, and for most of the next sert~ion, 
WP retain the quantjum staGstics as indicated. ) 

The specific formulas for the t8ransition probabilities occurring in El. ( 47 ), 
vomputcd to t,hr level of approximation discussed above, are: 

’ 8717” c’ 
~~ - ) q(k) .EX,(k’) I’? 1’” A,/,:’ (Wa) 

x 6(k’ + K’ - k - K)G(wKi, - wICrk,); 

ex(k) .K, (2 
X -+ 

e,(k) .K I (Wd) 
UK + UK, - WK:~ - WK,+k WK~ + Wrc3 - Wril - UK-k / 

. 6C,K + KI - K, - K, - k)6(WKZK31; - wmcl), 

where t’he momentum 6’s arc lirouccker 85, but 6( w ) is a Dirac delta arising from 
the identific*at’ion 
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In (4%) we have lumped the formulas for T, (recombination emission) and 
T, (de-excitation emission) together, sincr they differ only in the selection of the 
states lK> and jK1> for t#he final step in the calculat’ion of the emission and 
absorption coefficients conventionally employed in descriptions of radiative 
transfer. The Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential is defined by 

III. SOME ASPECTS OF EQUILIBRIUM 

Before proceeding to the final reduct,ion of Eq. (47) to the form commonly 
employed in the description of problems in radiative transfer, it is convenient 
to digress briefly for a discussion of some of the anticipated implications of the 
present analysis for equilibrium systems. Though most of these implications are 
perhaps obvious from the form of the equation itself (and in fact are generally 
well known), it nevertheless seems to us of some interest to point them out in 
the present context which is not quite the usual one. Actually not all of these 
implications arc completely obvious from the form of Eq. (47) itself. The one 
that is obvious is the fact that this equaGon admits st’eady state solutions 
appropriate to the description of the equilibrium stat,?. But the further fact t,hat 
the noncquilibrium system is in some sense driven irreversibly to that state in 
which the densities assume their conventional form is not obvious from Eq. 
(47). One needs an H-theorem deducible from (47), but t’his is not possible since 
it describes only the behavior of the photon density in t#erms of the particle 
densities. In order t’o deduce an H-t’heorem in terms of the densities directly, 
it would be necessary to have at hand the equations for the particle densities (I) 
completed to account for all processes to the same order of approximation as 
t,hey are in the phot’on Eq. (47) see reference (12). However, as we are not 
primarily concerned with the description of the particle densities in this paper, 
we shall base our discussion of an H-theorem in the present cont’ext upon an 
earlier phase of the analysis. 

A cursory reappraisal of the argument leading to Eq. (38) reveals that it 
contains the more basic equation 

where 

w7l,,nm = Wmor.nrl . (52) 

Recalling that the diagonal elements of the density matrix, D, have the inter- 
pretation of the probability of finding the system in a state characterized by a 
particular set of occupation numbers, it is convenient to introduce a notation 
which emphasises t,his interpretation; so we define 
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P(nrl, t) = awz,(t), (53) 

and rewrite (51) as 

P(w, t) = c Wn?,ma[P(ma, t) - P(m, t)l. (51) 
7noL 

This equation and its implications have long been well known (13), so we merely 
sketch the succeeding argument. We first define a function H by 

H = C P(n7~) In P(7~0). (55) 
n? 

It is then readily shown that, 

dH/dt 5 0, (56) 

the equality holding only when 

fYma) = P(w), (57) 

all WL, a, n, and 71. The monotonicity of the time derivative of H suggests that we 
may tentatively interpret it as closely related to the entropy of the system, 
hence we identify 

8 = -KH, (58) 

where K is a constant of dimension ergs/“K.4 It then follows that we should 
interpret the state for which 

dS/dt = 0, S a maximum, (59, 

as the equilibrium state. A solution of (57) which immediately suggests itself by 
virtue of the energy conservation condition contained in W is 

P(w) = P(En,). (60) 

A further condition on the solution if it is to describe the thermodynamic state 
of weakly interacting systems is; 

if E,, z E, + E, , then P(E, + E,) = P(E,)P(Ev). (61) 

A solution to the functional Ey. (61) is, of course, 

P(E) = KBE, (621 

where C is to be determined by the requirement that P be a probability. Since 
p must be the same for both the photon and particle systems-and is the only 
macroscopic parameter they share-it follows that it must be related to the 
temperature, and is in fact I/KT. 

4’The interpretation as an entropy of a functional of the distribution functions whose 
time derivative is always zero seems somewhat inappropriate (14). 
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One now readily establishes t’hat the equilibrium photon and particle densities 
are : 

It, is also now readily established that the function identified above as the system 
ent,ropy becomes, in t’he equilibrium stat,e, the sum of the photon and particle 
entropies, respect’ively; and that the funct’ional dependence of these partial en- 
tropies upon other thermodynamic variables is indeed that conventionally 
deduced by st.ntistical mcehanical argument.s ( 15). Finally, employing the dis- 
tribution functions (63), one easily shows t#hat F&l. (17) is sntisficd. 

One of the principal reasons for presenting the relatively familiar detail of 
this section is t’o emphasize the fact that this detail and these results obtain 
naturally in the contest of a description of systems with many degrees of frec- 
dom which introduces no specifically stat,ist,ical considerations other t,han those 
inherent in the axioms of yuant’um mechanics themselves ( 16). 

IV. SOME APPLICATION8 OF THE BALASCE flELATLC)S 

Although t,he processes influencing photon transport are well known and, to 
the order of approximation characterizing the present analysis, have been more 
or less thoroughly investigated, Eq. (471 is not in a form that is easily recognized. 
Thus in this section, the photon balance equation will be reduced to a more 
familiar form. The processes c*ontributing to the scattering, emission, and ab- 
sorption of radiation, enumerated in Section II, will be discussed in somewhat 
greater detail; and the corresponding transition probabilities will be reduced, 
when feasible, to forms that have already found useful application. 

To initiate this redu&ion me now explicitly assume that the number of occu- 

pied particle states in any given energy range is small compared to the actual 
number of states in the same range. The effect’ of this assumpt#ion is to exclude 
from present consideration all systems charact’erized by particle degeneracy, 
and leads to a description of the particle densities in terms of Boltzmann st,atis- 
tics. We then go to the cont’inuum in photon momentum space by defining 

and 
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I’urthermore, for the t,reatment of photon scattering-for which free-particle 
st,ates arc employed to describe the particles before and after collision-it is 
also convtnient ho go t,o t,he cont,inuum in particle momentum space, i.e., 

Then E:q. (47) can he writt’en as 

(65) 

- csox + 0(,x + a,h + Oreh + c&A, 
where t,he rcart,ion rates for scattering (sj, emission (c), and absorption I 
arc now given by: 

d3K d3K, dk’ dfi v”s~~~l:,,~~,/(k’)~~(K,), (66a) 

dk $k’, dk’ dn’ V”S:;;l”xy xv(k’) + 7 &,(K), (66b) 1 

These reaction rates are, in general, complicated functions of the photon wave 
vector, photon polarization, position, and time-the space and time dependence 
arising through the dependence of Jim and fg on space and time. They represent’ 
total transition probabilities per uiiit time for transitions between all possible 
initial and final states such that a phot,on of momentum fik and polarization A 
is either gained or lost. The quantities si,O are the “scattering in” and “scattering 
out” transit,ion probabilities, whereas the E’S and CY’S are the corresponding prob- 
abilities for emission and absorption, respectively. The omission of the sum over 
the particle index for the cyclotron, recombination, and de-excitation radiation 
reaction rates is in accordance with the earlier discussion, in which it was indi- 
cated that essentially only electron transitions are important’. 

All of the emission and absorption processes enter the present analysis in the 
same fundamental way. In excitat’ion and de-excitation for example, the photon 
field and the atom constit,ute two weakly coupled systems. The interaction be- 
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tSmeen them causes an elect’ronic transit’ion from one atomic stat,e t,o anot,her 
accompanied by the emission or abaorpt,ion of a photon. Electronic t,rsnsitionx 
leading to emission may proceed either spontaneously (at a rate independent 
of the presence or absence of phot80ns) or at a rate proportional to the numhcr 
of photons present (induced emission). The absorption rate is, of course, always 
proportional t’o the uumber of photons present. The other processes arc de- 
scribed here in basically the same terms-cyclotron emission or absorption re- 
sulting from elecbronic transitions between unperturbed magnetic st#at#es, whereas 
bremsstrahlung and inverse brcmsstrahlung are radiative free-free elrctronic 
transitions occurring in the field of another charged particle. Rerausc of the 
present nonrelativistic treatment’ of the particles, Eq. (65) should probably be 
rest’rictcd t#o a description of systems in which bhe mean particle energies are 
not expected to much exceed 50 kcv. Under such circumstances, pair creat,ion 
and annihilation should not contribuk appreciably to the phot,on balance, and 
hence the necessary absence of a description of such processes in Eq. ( 65) should 
lead to negligible error. 

The scattering process is not of particular interest when dealing with non- 
relativistic systems because the scattering rate (and corresponding cross sec- 
tion) is small in comparison with t’hat of some of the absorption and emission 
processes. Since the cross section for nonrelativistic photon scattering is roughly 
proportional to the square of the radius of the electron, it is seen t’hat, even for 
free electron densities of order lo’* per cm3, t’he scattering mean-free-path is of 
order lo6 cm. Such a process can hardly be expected to significantly influence 
photon distributions in laboratory-scale systems. Thus, in investigations of 
radiative transfer in this energy range, scattering rat’es which would be charac- 
t#eristically dependent upon the photon densit’ies in both the initial and final 
collision states are not usually given any consideration. 

Conversely, for the treatment of the problem of shielding high-energy gamma 
rays from a nuclear reactor, the scattering process does become a significant com- 
petitor with other relevant phot’on reactions. This is due in large part t,o the 
fact that the interactions of such high-energy phot,ons with the electrons in the 
atoms in such systems may be satisfactorily treated as if the electrons were free, 
i.e., as if all such reactions are describable as Compton scattering. Consequently 
there is an enormous increase in the effective density of scatterers, leading to 
scattering mean-free-paths of the order of centimeters or less. However, in the 
description of scattering in these instances, the dependence of the scattering 
rates upon photon densities in post-collision states is always ignored (3). This 
is justified, of course, because in these far-from-photon-equilibrium systems, 
t#he photon densities are always very small when compared to the densities of 
available states. 

In the absence of an external magnetic field, information about photon dis- 
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tribut,ions in particular polarization stat,es is no longer significant. In fact, in 
such instances, it is reasonable to assume random polarization for the photons- 
in which qase, %A( k) = ,1,$g(k). Then Eq. (65) becomes 

i + cQ.VZ = (EL + 5, + cr + &)[ji + (‘)pjJV)] 

(67) 

The scatt,ering rates may now be rcwritt,en somewhat more explicitly as, 

where WC have introduced t,hr Thomson cross section, 

I<yuation ( 67) may nom be readily reduced fm%hcr to a form familiar in reactor 
shielding st,udies ( 9). =2ccording t,o the above remarks about the ratio of photon 
denr:ities t,o available state densit,ies in t,hcsc syAems, we may drop g(k) when- 
ever it is compared with the corresponding density of states, ~kl1’. We then 
define a macroscopic linear absorption coefficient p by 

where “scattering out” is considered as an effcc%ive absorption. In this sense, h 
reprrsents a probability per unit, pat’h for small paths for the loss of a photon 
of momentum fik. Eyuat8ion (,67) may now be written a!: 
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+ c /” dk’ dO’ 
(69) 

n&k’)c,(k’, SL’; k, SL), 
v? 

where 

a,(k’, a’; k, n) = / d3K d3K, p$] $$f UT 

x 6(k + K - k’ - K& liclc + ;F - liclc’ - ‘2 . 
d Ll > 

When finally cognizance is taken of the fact that atomic de-excitation radiation is 
considered to be of negligible importance in reactor shielding situations, and the 
high-energy photon transport equation is reduced to nonrelativistic form, it is 
seen that Eq. (69) is essentially t,he same as the one employed by Goldstein (2). 

For the remainder of this section we shall be primarily concerned with low- 
energy plasma systems near kinetic equilibrium for which scattering can be 
neglected. Returning to Eq. (65) (without’ scattering), we accomplish a reduc- 
tion to a form conventional in the discussion of low-energy radiative transfer 
by defining a source function, j’(x, k, t) ; an “effective” absorption coefficient, 
a”(~, k, t) ; and a radiation intensity, 1x(x, k, t) such that: 

and 

IA = fi‘.dc~A . (79c) 

Then radiation transport is described by the familiar expression (1)) 

(l/c)IA + Q’vIA = j” - Cr”IA. (71) 

The effective absorption coefficient aAe is a probability per unit path for small 
paths for energy loss by “net” absorption. The qualifications “effective” and/or 
“net” absorption imply a difference between the absorption and induced emis- 
sion processes. The source function is essentially the rate of spontaneous emis- 
sion of energy per cm3 per unit k (frequency) per unit solid angle. 

When a strong magnetic field is present, cyclotron radiation can cause a sig- 
nificant energy loss from a plasma system. For fully ionized plasmas it may even 
be the dominant mechanism for radiant energy loss. When this situation obtains, 
Eq. (71) becomes 
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We -note that the source function j> is completely specified when cc’ is specifird, 
and that cc’ is known (at least formally) when the electron distribution function 
is known and appropriate single-electron wave functions (previously discussed ) 
are cahosen. 

To evaluate E,‘, we choose [following Parzcn (I7)“] a coordinate system in 
which the external magnet,ic field is along the z-axis, and the photon propagat,ion 
vector k lies in the y-x plane. We specify the polarization vectors by the usual 
spherical base vectors in t’he polar and azimuthal directions. The calculat8ion 
of ?‘Fi-(Xk) then follows directly from t,he work of Parzen, after replacing his IC 
and /3 by l< and y = 11,/c, respectively-except t’hat we have allowed arbitrary 
electSron momenta in t’he z-direcGon, rather t#han restrictSing it to he zero. The 
results (Appendix C ) are 

for the azimuthally polarized radiatjion, and 

x 

[ 

J,(ny sin 0) ’ 
y sin 0 1 

for t,he photons polarized in the dire&ion of t’he polar unit vector. We have in- 
troduced t,he notation wO to represent the electron gyromagnetic frequency. 
The symbol n occurring in Eqs. (73a, b) is an integer equal to the difference 
between the radial energy quantum numbers characterizing the initial and final 
electIron magnetic states appropriate to the t’ransition under consideration. 
The quantity i%,/mv, occurring in the exponentials is the ratio of t,he per- 
pendicular (to the magnet,ic field) component of the photon momentum to t#he 
corresponding component of the electron momentum. For frequencies of in- 
t,erer;t#, this quantity is so small that for all practical purposes these exponcntials 
may be replaced by unity. Energy and momentum conservation require that 

5 Kate that although one of his approximations was not valid for the extreme relativistic 
case (la), Parzen’s analysis is quite accurate for our problem. Also note that in his Eq. (26), 
k should be replaced by R. 
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TIWo = ck - I~~X.~ f  (hkz’/2m). (74) 

Direct substitution of Eqs. (73a, b) into the definition (66~) of cCx gives, 

mherc we have converted to the continuum in momentum space for the de- 
scription of the pre-transition part’icle distributions, f(p) 

The evaluation of CY~’ is also of great importance. This parameter has been 
calculated in various ways by various authors (I,$, 19). It is seen from Eqs. (66c, 
d) and (70b) that it can be written as 

de = (l/c) c V’T:;(Xk)[f(&) -f’(K)]. 
K,Kl / 

(76) 

This expression for the effective absorption coefficient is quite general. Kir- 
chaff’s law--consisting of a relation between ach and E,‘&an be developed at 
this point if we now assume local equilibrium for the particles, e.g., take 

f(K) = n(@i2/2mn)3i2 exp [ -@?@/2m], (77) 

where n is the (generally space- and time-dependent) particlt density in con- 
figuration space, and p = I/KT is also permitted an arbitrary space-time de- 
pendence. 

Since Trk(Xk) conserves energy, f(K1) may be expressed as 

.fWd = f(K) exp Wfickl, 

with the consequences that 
A cYc = tc A exp [p&k], and crte = (l/c) (exp [fifick] - 1) ~ch. 

Observing that j> is proportional to ceX, Eq. (71) assumes the form 

(l/c)Tx + n.v1x = -&1x - +i’r,,>, 

where 

(78) 

(79) 

I 
BB 

dw _ [hu3/8?r3c21 dw 
(pw - 1 ’ w = ck. 
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Thus again (see Section III) we have arrived at an expression which provides 
us with an equilibrium solution for the photons, namely, Ix independent of space 
and time and equal to +hI,, . The condition for the thermodynamic solution 
can also be rephrased as 

jX/2 = >$I,, ) 

which is a statement of Kirchoff’s law for radiation of polarization A. 
When pfiw < 1 (which is the situation discussed in (4) and (19) ), the Ray- 

leigh-Jeans approximation to the black body distribution is valid. Then Eq. 
(79), for the steady state, takes the form used in these analyses, i.e., 

P.VIx = -&I, - J5Ifi.J). (80) 

Furthermore, in this instance, the effective absorption coefficients can be ap- 
proximated from Eqs. (75a, b) and (78) as, 

Setting m = c = 1 and restricting attention to radiation proceeding nearly 
perpendicularly to the magnetic field (B - r/2), it is seen that (8la) becomes 
the nonrelativistic limit of the effective absorption coefficient obtained by Drum- 
monld and Rosenbluth (DR) (4). For 0 = 0, the absorption coefficients for the 
different polarizations vanish for all transitions except those between successive 
states, i.e., n = 1, and are equal for these transitions. However, the mean 
free path for absorption when e = 0 is much greater than for absorption at e = 
r/2. (Observe that lime,,12 C$ --+ 0). Thus it is reasonable to expect that, for 
systems for which all the linear dimensions are of the same order of magnitude, 
the radiation loss parallel to the magnetic field will be only a small percentage 
of thle total radiation loss. This seems to be a reasonable inference to be drawn 
from the calculations of DR for the infinite slab, which also indicate that the 
bulk of the radiation is emitted into an angular interval for which C$ << afe so 
that radiation into the &polarization can probably be neglected entirely. 

It is shown by Berman (do) that for a hydrogen plasma with no magnetic 
field and a kinetic temperature from 3 ev to 200 ev, radiative recombination is 
the dominant energy emission process. The calculation of the emission coeffi- 
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cient for this case in the present context can proceed in a rather general way 
by choosing for the electron and atomic wave functions, 

/K> = (1/&$‘K.X, 1 K1> = ti’, , (82) 

where ‘ti represents a suficient, set of labels to completely specify each atomic 
state. Since we have chosen a quantization volume such that only one ion is 
present, the ion density in the system is simply given by n, = 1 /I’. 

After converting to the continuum for the elect,ron’s initial momenta and 
summing over photon polarizations, we obtain for the rerombination radiation 
emission coefficient 

?r =2n2n,($$/d3h.f(K) 

where 

r 

and K = k - K. It is now a straightforward mat’ter to obtain bhr results pre- 
sented by Heitler (91) (p. 207), for t’ransitions to the K-shell; or alternatively 
those presented by Bethc and Salpeter (29) for transitions into higher states 
( see Appendix I>). 

The remarks about the cff&ive absorption roefficient for cyclotron radiation 
arc also applicable to radiat’ive recombination. Calculations of recombination 
radiat#ion from a plasma have been performed by Berman ( 90) and Kogan (23). 

For low-energy hydrogen plasmas ( lrss than 3 cv) , or for higher energy plasmas 
containing atoms of higher charge number (+.+ , @“) de-excitation radiation can be 
a serious energy loss mechanism. The transition probability Tf&( Xk) can be put 
in a more convenient, form for calculation in the dipole approximat.ion by the 
elimination of the gradient operator from t,he matrix element. It is observed 
that (for the dipole approximation only), 

<n7j ) Hpyl / ma> = (e/h) < ‘ng I[#+$, II,]1 ma>, 

and thus, instead of (10b), we may writ,r 

(84) 

tgll; - cjJ2 / &X(k). < & 1 x 1 K > 1’. (85) 

Equation (8.5) is related to the corresponding expression for the rate of spon- 
taneous de-excitation presented by Heitler (21) (p. 178, Eq. (10)) by 

w dQ = v”T~l (hk) Pk dQ _ e”(ck)3 da 
erlz 

CV 
2?mcy 1 < K1 I 5 I K > 1’ cos’ 0, (86) 
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where 0 is the angle between the direction of polarization and the vector, x. If 
we now sum over polarization and integrat,e over angles, we obtain the transition 
probability dKIK given by Berman (??O), Eq. (2-l). For further calculations 
applied to a hydrogen plasma, see reference 20. 

The last radiation mechanism which we will consider is hremsstrahlung. The 
calculation of & for rlcctron-ion and electron-electron bremsstrahlung proceeds 
straightforwardly from Eqs. (49d) and ( Me). However, nonrelativ&ic electron- 
electron brcmsstrahlung contributes negligibly when compared with the elec- 
tron-ion radiative collisions (25) , and hcncr shall be given no explicit considera- 
tion here. 

From the relations (,49d), (WJ~!), and (7021) we find t#hat the source function 
in tlnis instance may br written as 

(87) 

nft)er assuming that t’he scattering ions are at rest before collision. The cross 
section uB dw dQz is the one given by Heitlcr (21) (p. 215) for nonrelativistic 
elec,tron-ion bremsstrahlung. Of course, Eq. (87) also effectively provides us 
with the emission coefficient prr (recall (70a) ) (see Appendix E) Hcncc if we 
again assume kinetic equilibrium for the particles, we may easily obtain the 
absorption coeficient cyB according to Eq. (78). However, for most laboratory 
situations the large bremsstrahlung mean-free-paths (5%) imply that the photon 
densities will be exceedingly low (provided that bremsstrahhmg is the principal 
emission mcchanismj Hrncc 

beI/jB << 1, 

and consequently t,he rate of loss of radiant, energy from such systems is essen- 
tially given by the rate of emission, j, . Extensive calculations of this emission 
rate have been carried out by Kvasnica (!Z7),6 and an investigation of the range 
of validity of the assumption in Eq. (88) is presented in reference 86. 

V. FIRST-ORDER COLLECTIVE EFFECTS ON PHOTON TRANSPORT 
IN THE FULLY IONIZED PLASMA 

In the preceding sectSions we have developed a description of photon transport 
which implicitly assumes that the photons travel with speed c between successive 
events. (This assumption is realized explicitly in the form of the transport term, 
CJZ.‘VX~). The assumption slipped into the analysis through the choice of the 
transformation operator (14) which defined the interaction representation (13). 
However, a brief reappraisal of the discussion in Section II reveals that a certain 

6 IIncluded among these calculations were rates of electron-elect,ron hremsst~rahlung as 
well. 
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amount of t.he informat,ion available about the system in the Hamiltonian (2) 
has simply been discarded. It is our purpose in this section to show that this 
information can bc exploited with but trivial modification of t,he preceding 
analysis to enrich the treatment of radiative transfer in the fully ionized plasma. 

The point is that in the term HP” [Eq. (2g)] in the Hamiltonian for the system 
there is a part that describes simply an energy level shift for the photons in the 
medium, as well as other parts describing interactions between photons and 
particles leading to changes in the states of the photons. Only the latter parts 
of this interaction t,erm were employed in the calculation of t,he influence of 
transitions upon the rat’c of change of t#he photon distribution function. To 
incorporate the effect of the former part, one need only add it t’o the energy of 
the “free” photon in the definition of the urlitary transformation t#aking us to an 
appropriate interaction representation. Since it is this unitary t.ransformation 
that describes how the photons propagate between events, me will then find 
that the phase velocity of phot80ns of momrntum fik is modified t,o hc 

c( 1 + WP2/2CSP), 

where wPz is the usual plasma frequency. The group velocity which enters into 
the transport term will be correspondingly modified to be c( 1 - ~,~j2c*k*). 

For an explicit realizaGon of t,hc conttnb of these remarks, we rewrite HP’* in 
momentum space as 

H PY2 = f$ Agr $ d(K)a,iK!<$k) Xx+(-k) 
d 

’ a,+(K)a,(K’)[x+(k> .[$( -k’)6(k + K - k’ - K’) 
(90) 

~&p I 

where the prime on the second summation implies that the terms for which 
x = A’, k: = k’, and K = K’ are to be deleted. These latter terms are just the 
ones that have been employed in the discussion of photon scattering and hence 
shall be largely ignored in the following. Recalling Eq. (6), it is seen that the 
terms in the first summation in (90) include some that are proportional to the 
photon number operator. These we single out for special consideration and 
designate them as 

H,pY* _ 27di cT/’ hgc $ u,+(K)u,(K~+(k)a,(k) . 

?Jow define a transformation to an interaction representation by 

(91) 

F = UG, (92) 

where now 
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lJ = exp [-i(!P + Hfy”)t/fi]. (93) 

Proceeding as in Section II, we find that Eq. (47) is reproduced with the follow- 
ing two modifications : 

(I~) The transport term is altered from CP.VX~ to 

where we have employed the approximation 

(F, a,+a,pd’j G (F, a,+a,F) (F, pxf’j. (95) 

(2) The energies of the “free” phot,ons-defined as the eigenvalues of I” + 
HP’” in the represent,ation t’hat diagonalizes the number operators for both 0 
particles and photon-are 

Tlhis shift in the phobon energies requires a corresponding modification in the 
energy conserving delta functions contained in the various transit,ion proha- 
hilities in Eq. (47). 

T:he transport term, Eq. (91), ran he expressed in a more interpretable form. 
First not#e that 

the (expected density of particles of kind (T in the quantization volume V. Then, 
ignoring terms proportional t,o the ratio of the electron mass to the ion mass, 
one obtains 

-n,(axx/all:,)ia/akj(ck + ~,~/2cll), (98) 

where we have introduced the notation oPZ = &N,e’/m. This suggests the as- 
signment to photons of momentum fik a frequency w = ck + oP2/2ck, a phase 
velocity W/k = Up = c( 1 + wP2/2c”k2), and a group velocity 

aw/ak = 21, = C( i - W,2j3~2k2j. 

In tlhese terms, t,ransport is described by 

-fJ,Q.Vxx, (99) 

and we see that photons whose moment,a are such that wp’/2c2k2 2 1 do not 
propagate through t,he plasma. This is substantially the same conclusion with 
regard to “first-order” effects of collective particle behavior on electromagnetic 
wave propagation in plasmas as is drawn from conventional macroscopic elec- 
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trodynamicx (.%). The restriction of the remarks in this section to the fully 
ionized gas is a consequence of the fact that in systems in which electron bound 
states are important, considerable modification of, say, the energies [Eq. (96)] 
is to be expected (69). Further investigation into the implications of the modi- 
fications ( 1 and 2) for transport processes will not be entered into here. 

A consequence of the present description of “noninteracting” photons for 
the equilibrium state is of some interest. Recall that in Section III, the thermo- 
dynamic state was presumed characterized by the canonical distribution, 

p = ce--P(TP+TT 
(100) 

In the present instance, however, this distribution should be generalized to 

p = cc-c? T*f TWI~2j. 
(101) 

It is readily shown that the density matrix (101 j  leads to particle densities the 
same as in Eq. (63). However, t’he photon density is altered to become 

where 

xx(k) = [exp (PC,) - 11-l, (102) 

Since in this instance we are considering a large, spatially uniform system, the 
quantization volume V may comprise the whole system and 

the density of particles of the oth kind. Thus (102) may be written as 

xh(k) = { cxp [/Xck( 1 + L&‘~c~~~)] - I}-‘. (105) 

Perhaps the most significant aspect of this modified thermal radiation spectrum 
is the prediction of the rapid decrease in the expected number of photons with 
momenta such that up2/2c2k2 >> 1. 

APPENDIX A. A THEOREM ON TRANSPORT 

A general theorem concerned with the transport term of the rate equation 
can be stated: 
If 

then 
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= -i; c (F, O(U) sin 
P 

(A.11 
px(k, q)F)e-‘lX’q, 

where 

m(k, 4 = m+(k + q)ax(k - a), 

and O(U) represents an operat’or containing factors which commut,e with t,he 
Q operators. 

Utilizing t,he commutat8ion relation [ah(k), CY$ (k’)] = Bhh,8(k - k’) we obtain 

E,PX (k,q)l =,F O(x’~‘)[a~~(k’)olx’!k’), ax+@ + q)ax(k - q)] 

= PC& I k + q I) - 0(x, I k - q l)ldk q). (X.2) 

The left-hand side of Eq. (A.1) thus brcomcs 

(A, / k + q I) - 0(X, 1 k - a) I jlm(k, q)F) 

p”’ --i i’k’q]pA(k, qjF)e-2ix’9 (A.3) 

= -i (iT) c (F, O(M) sin (‘41 Ph(k, q)F)e-2iX.q, 
P 

where the exponential operators are defined by their series expansion. 
Two cases of interest are H, = T’ and H, = TY + Hf”. For H, = l”, 0( Xl;) = 

ficX: and Eq. (A.3) reduces to Eq. (23). When we use H, = 2” + HfY’ we ob- 
tain., in the classical limit, Eq. (94). 

APPENDIX B. DERIVATION OF THE CYCLOTRON RADIATION TERM 
IN EQ. c-17) FROM EQ. (38) 

As pointed out in Section III, the cyclotron radiation results from that part, 
of E,q. (38) which contains HP” + HPYe. Ignoring scattering and hremsstrah- 
lung, Eq. (38 j becomes 

(El) 

(B.2) 
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It has been observed in Section II t’hat a diagonal element of the density matrix 
D nq.n? is interpretable as the probability of finding the system in the state char- 
acterized by t’he occupation numbers j no > at time t. Consequently, we in- 
troduce P(nq, t) = Dnn,nrl(b) and note that, 

Jixx(k) = ny d’(n~, t). 

Thus, 

with 

P(ns, 0 = c e&m[mq t) - P(nv, tj1. (B.3) 
ma 

Instead of performing this sum algebraically, we appeal to the physical 
process, and recognize that t’he probability of the system being in the state 
characterized by occupat,ion numbers / 7~ ,,= n. aKl~~h- > is affected in the following 
may : 

( 1) . P( ncKnnrK, qhk) is increased by : 
(a) A photon absorption when the initial state has occupation numbers 

%K - 1, ‘%rKl + 1, llXk + 1 >. 

(b) A photon emission when the initial state has occupation numbers 

%K - 1, ‘noKl + 1, WJC - 1 >. 

(2). Phd, YL,,K,~)~xKJ is decreased by the reverse processes. 
Kow H(‘) = HP” + HBye can easily be put in the form 

jp = - c 25 ohk~~l m,c 
(B.4) 

x [a+(k)cx(k) + o1( -k)EX( -k)] . j- O?S e--ik’x~~~W~~~, 

where we have expanded 

1c/c = F a4K)~edx), 

the u,~(z) being the normalized magnetic states discussed in Appendix C. The 
sum over k is over bot’h positive and negat,ive values, so that when ( -k) ap- 
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pears it can be replaced everywhere by (k) . Equation ( B.2) can 110~ be written 

w:;,m, = TZf;((X’k’)I < nq ) a+(k’)aOi(Kl)a,(K)I ma > / 2 (B.5 j  

or 

T$A(X’k’)~ < ng / cu(k’)a,+(Kl)a,(K)j ma! > j ‘, 

where the first mat,rix element represents photon emission and the second mat’ris 

T$:(X’k’) = ‘6 

X 

element represents absorpt,ion, and where 

- WK ) 
(B.Ba 

T::o’x (X’k’) 

(B.6b) 

x lEA(k’). < K&+ik’-nrIK > /?. 

The states I K> and <K1 / characterize the initial and final electron states. 

/ EX,(k’). < K, j e-ik”“n” 1 K > I2 

Equation (B.l) can now be reduced to 

+ c w..,~, T%,KbK(X’k’)(l f ~,K)GK,(WW + 1) n? 
X P(h + 1, nsR, - 1, Vh,ri, + 1) (57) 

x PC %KGm,?X’k’ 1 

- c qXk c T:%X’k’)n,K( 1 f ILS,) ( 9x’n, +;l) 
n? sKK,X’k’ 

x P(%KnsK,~Vkf), 

where the positive sign is appropriate for bosons and the negative sign is for 
fermions. When the sums are broken into two parts, (A% = Xk: and 1% # MC) 
and the indices are appropriately shifted in the first two terms, we get 
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If we approximate the average of the products by the product of averages, 
we obtain 

(axx/‘at)int = cKTl ‘Ek((Xk)[( Vxx(kj + l)Vfc(K)(l + vf,(K~)) 

- VxxP) VfJKdt 1 rt Vfr(K)]]. 
(B-9) 

The minus sign where (A) appears would result from a rederivation with 
anticommutation rules. 

APPENDIX C. REDUCTION OF EQ. (499h) TO E&S. (73a), (73b) 

We first rewrite Eq. (49b) in t#he form 

cc.11 

where (10) 

= $ ,+,/I& (ap2)‘J-L)/2 exp (i(j - I)+ + X,2 - $) Li-‘(QP2), 

with 01 = mwo/2fi, LP2 being the box normalization length, and where L{--'( ail) 
is the associated Laguerre polynomial. We have defined 

II*< = II,” f in,” 

and ~2,~ = & f i&, . The operators II,” are creation and annihilation operat.ors 

with the property 

lI+“uj~ = im,w,b&j + l)Uj+l,Z , Il"UjZ = -imbw,b*uj-l.~ , (C.2) 

where b2 = fic/eH. When the k vector is oriented in the y-x plane with the 
magnetic field parallel to the z axis, 
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I(j’l’ j jl) = <j'l' 1 e-ilklPc”s8 1 jl> (C.3) 

and 6(K, - k, - KIZ) result~s from the ,Y integrat’ion. Taking 1 = 0 (the “mell- 
cent,ered orbit” approximat’ion (17) ) which is valid to first order (SO) it is seen 
from Parzen t’hat for cases of interest’ in plasmas only transitions between 
different j states arc important. Thus, letting ‘IL = j’ - j, we obt#ain (17) 

I(j’, 0 1 j0) = i’“e[-(nc~~~,/~w,mll,)]J,,(?Ly sin 19) 

I( j’, 0 1 j - 1, 0) = j”+‘e[- (lickhl;,‘li~~,n~ll)]J,-l[(,n)y sin 01 

I( j’, 0 / j + 1, 0) = in-‘e[ - ( r2cli~X.,l~,,mu,)]J,+l[(ll)y sin I!?]. 

((2.4) 

We specify the polarization rectors by t,he usual spherical base vectors in 
the polar and azimuthal directions, so E& = cos 8, E,&, = fi, E:,~ = -sin 8, and 

4,* = 0. Substituting Eq. (C4) into (C3) we obt’ain the desired result. 

where we have made use of Bessel function recursion formulas and the relations 
R ~5 b(2nf2 = vJw,, where R is the radius of the orbit. 

APPE?iDIX D. REDUCTION OF a, TO A CROSS SECTION 

The quantity E, is related to the cross section by 

where 

&, K, k)f(k’) d3K CD.11 
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The11 

where we have assumed 

We choose the plane wave state for the free electron as / K> = (l,s’fl)~:~~‘~, 
the factor l/V indicating the number drnsit#y of ions. Then 

&h-, , E, SLk) dE dn = 
lidl3 dn e” “3mck 

2a mc% 2;: ---.-- n (D.3) 

X 6(E,,, - &) j <Kl 1 e-‘k’X~X.~ 1 K> 12. 

We can arrive at the result of Bethe and Salpeter (22) by defining 

D!;:,, = ~~KV/(~T)~K~ < K, ( e?k.xex.V / K>, (D.4, 

where D”,“,, represent’s a mat,rix element with normalizat,ion different from that 
usrd above. The cross section can now be writ,ttn 

u,“(K,, La, k) dL’ = 
s 

u,“( K, , E, SL, k) dE = ( 4aLe2fi”/m2c2k) 1 D&, 1’ dil, ( D.5) 

which is just the result given in reference (22), Ey. (69.5), when obvious nota- 
tion changes are made. 

A further reduction can he achieved by use of the hydrogen-like atom growd- 
state wave function 

where a, = fi2/mu2. The integration over x yields 

a,‘(K1, E, nk) dE dQ = dE dfl 
32zgGG(e?) 

Assuming 

X 6(&w - E,) f Q-K (2 (D.6) 

L + (k - K)” 
2 . 

a02 Ii 
(a) (R2K/2m) ‘v Tick, (b) a,” << Ii2 + K2, 

(c) (Tick/me) << 1, 
(D.7) 
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we ohtSain 

(D.8) 

where /A = cos 0 = k.K/M. Lastmly 

where +0 = -l~r~‘/:~, r, = e’/mc”, and O( = ~“/fic = l/137. If we multiply by a 
factor 2 t,o account for two electrons in the k- shell, we obt’ain bhe result found 
in l’-Ieit#ler (21 ) [Ey. ( l-l), p. 2071. 

APPENDIS E. REDUCTION OF eB 

In Eq. (Me) we let CT denot#e elect’rons and u’ ions, t,hen convert the sums to 
integrals t,o obt,ain 

d3K d3& d3& d3K3 6(K + K, - Kz - K, - k) 

x 6((JJ, - w).fc(k’).fc+(&) I U(I KI - Ka 1) I2 

X1 &h(k) .KP (E.1) 
/ fick - (fizk2/2m,) - (Vk.K2/m,) 

&A(k) .K 
2 

- 
fick + (fi2k21’2m,) - (Vk.K/m,) ’ 

where rg = e2/mc,2, LY = e2 /fit and me have ut,ilized energy conservat,ion, 

&& + E,f,, + fick = E,.rc - 13’:,cg, . 

In a iionrelativist,ic approximation 

fi& >> 2: and fi& >> n?k2 ‘v n”kK. 
r7 m, m7 

If now we take the mass of the ions as infinite, then perform the ZCa and k’l in- 
tegrations, me find that 

eLIA = S~V,,~Z~LY ‘; j f,,(K) d3k’ 

x /- d3Ka 6(E2 _ E + fick) t&x(k) .Kz - =X(k) .KI”. 
(E.2) 

jK? - K + k14 
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Sote that d”Ks = fi(ntjh”)“l”E”‘” dE rlfi. Nom average ovrr polarization, 
placing k along the z axis, and perform integrations over K, and E? to get 

2 l/Z 
& = 2~an,,q)2z201 c-?! 

k3 s 
j-g(E) dE(E - fick) dE dl2 dnq 

x E sin’ e + (E: - Rck) sin’ e2 - 2dE’( E’ - hclc) sin e sin e2 ~0s (4 - +,) 
(E.3) 

[E + (E - fick) - 2po dE(E - Kck) J” 

where we have neglected k in comparison K? - K, and w%ttcn 

(Kz - K ( 4 = (2~~~‘fi”)“[f~’ + (E - lick) - a,,,-\/E1(~ - lick)]’ 

with pco = wz i- sin 0 sin 02 cost 41 - & 1 and p = cos e. Wr arrive at a more 
familiar form by observing that 

lH dw = dun,, nI h 
J 

lfe dE rlC2 
s 

0” dft? , (E.1) 

so that’ 

~B dfj2 = 1 r,“z” WL E - fiw 
2+ 137 w E 

x E sia’e + (E’ - MC) sine e2 - 2dE’(& - fi& jsill e sin e? CWS(+ - 4,) 
(E.5) 

[E + (E - lick) - 2/~~~~~fi~j]" 

When appropriate variable change is accomplished and one C$ integration is 
performed, this result is equivalent t,o t,hat found in Heitler (21) [Eq. ( 17), 
p. 2451. 
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